THE AUTHENTICITY OF APPROPRIATION
ONE HUNDRED AND SEVENTEEN SYNONYMS AS PROOF

PHOTO: Architect Philip Johnson and partner John Burgee in publicity photo for the 1987 opening of the
new building, 190 South LaSalle Street in Chicago. They are eating a cake in the shape of their building,
literally devouring history in their design appropriations. The new building is an exemplar of postmodern appropriation by Johnson as he literally copies the form of a demolished historic skyscraper, the
Masonic Temple of 1899.
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One of the eternal questions in the visual arts is the distinction between pure invention and
compromised tradition. I had recently explored this topic in my book:”Philip Johnson and his Mischief,
appropriation in art and architecture’. Where, I attempted to locate “Appropriation”, an event common
in the contemporary arts, into the discourse of architectural rhetoric. Appropriation as an “Unspoken
Mechanism” in design was common for the Beaux-Arts architects but not so for the modern design
sensibilities. I tried to show that for one post-modern architect, Philip Johnson, I could use appropriation
as a template to explain is most audacious works. So, in a condensed summary, if all the world is a stage
then the words/works of the actor/architect Philip Johnson are both heartfelt and insincere at the same
time. Appropriation for this artist is not a limitation but an innovative tool.
As part of the research for this book, I collected a large number of terms that are interchangeable for
the word Appropriation. I had originally hoped to have one word from this selection placed at the
bottom of each page of the Johnson book in small print and becoming a substitution for the page
number. I imagined that anyone who would have to reference or quote from this text would do a
footnote that might read:” The Author refuses to explain this bold statement in any intelligent manner,
see Chapter 2, p. Hoax”. Unfortunately the publisher’s graphic designer was a conservative Australian
bibliophile and not amused by my technical innovation. I then proposed that the words be placed far
into the gutter of the book (the central interior edge of each page where it is bound together) as if it
were a set of almost hidden messages sent to the reader from the author’s subconscious. This was
summarily dismissed, but to my consternation is now done in very avant-garde graphic design
publications.
So all of those efforts were repurposed to become this essay where the alphabetical list of those same
synonyms are enhanced by the use of precisely calculated fonts that by size, density and fluidity
establish graphic punctuation and mimetic symbols for the words themselves. All of this is so that you,
the reader, are not subjected to a droning list page after page, but instead to an example of language as
a virus that has these specific words mutating and shaking free of their confinement in logic and order
( which is what happens in the mutability of language in real life every day).
The appearance of a typography of chaos and disorder then is meant to illustrate (visually and
emotionally) how these 117 words that are part of the dynamic conflict of appropriation in the world of
blame and excuse, legality and expediency, freedom and violation that absorb our culture in daily strife.
By their very omnipresence they are proof of “Appropriation” as an integral part of our world.
Like the fabled myth that the Inuit tribes in the arctic have a dozen words to describe the variations in
snow or that the inscrutable Asian culture of China has several words to both say “No” and to avoid
saying it, our culture has something similar for the subtle legal and verbal distinctions on the obscenity
of copyright infringement.
Christian Bjone
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1-

Adoption

The collection of numerous items for future use
2-Aggregator
3-

ANAMNESIS

The recollection and reproduction of the past
4-Antiquarian
5-Apes
6-Appropriate
7-Art for art
8-Blank copy
9-Bootleg
10-Borrow
11-

Cannibalism

The artful reuse of exhausted materials
12-Carbon copy
13-

Carrion eater

An insult applied to those with little originality and lack of taste
14-Charade
15-Channeled
16-Cheating
17-Citation
18-Co-collaborate
19-Confiscate
20-

Copy Cat

An animal of great stealth and little honor
21-Copyright infringement
22-

Cosmophage

One who can make the eternal order of the cosmos be absorbed and duplicated
23-Counterfeit
24-Cribb
25-Curating
26-Cut and Paste
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27-Deception
28-Direct Reference
29-Disassemble

30-

Disentombment

Relocating the words of others to the empty mouths of empty minds
31-Disingenuous
32-

Dumpster Diving

Process of overloading an internet search engine
33-Duplication
34-Duplitecture
35-Echo
36-Embezzlement
37-Emulation
38-

ERSATZ

The disappointing reality of your sale purchase
39-Expropriate
40-Facsimile
41-Fraud
42-

Freebooting

To take shoes that do not fit your feet
43-Hoax
44–

Homage

To honor others by dishonoring their words
45-Image scavenging
46-Imitator
47-Imitations of Imitations
48-Imposter
49-Interpretation
50

-Intertextuality

To connect all the dots in a crooked line
51-Kidnapp
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52

-

Kleptoparasitism

To take what you believe is yours but you know you don’t deserve
53-Knock-off
54-Larceny
55-Lifted
56-Literal transposition
57-Loot

58-

Magpie

An economic system developed by birds
59-Mash-up
60-Mélange
61

-Memorex©

A product that recorded the sounds of the past to be forgotten in the future
62-Mimeograph
63-Mimesis
64-Mimicry
65-Mockery
66-

Open sourcing

The etiquette rule for politely making copies form others

67-

Oxpecker

Someone who steals from those too important to notice
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68-Paraphrase
69-Parasitic
70-

Parody

A small play where the actors are in obvious disguise
71-Pastiche
72-Photocopy
73-Pilfer
74-Pirate
75-

Plagiarise

To empty the pockets of others
76-Progeny
77-Provenance
78-Provocateur
79-

Proximation

To achieve an almost perfect copy
80-Purloin

81

-Quotation

The use of circular brackets that allow for cheating
82-Reanimate
83-Re-articulate
84-Recovery
85-Recreate
86-Recycle

87-

Regurgitate

To start with something and end with something else
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88-Reiteration
89-Repackage
90-Replicate
91-Reprise
92-Reproduction
93-Repurpose
94-Retro look
95-

Retroactive confiscation

A process that allows copying an item before it is made
96-Reuse
97-Revivalism
98-Ripp off
99-Sampling
100-Scavenge
101-Seizure
102-

Shan-Zhai

The Chinese equivalent of a western complaint against China
103-Shell Game

104-

Shenanigans

An Irish term that defines illegal amusements
105-Simulacra
106-Skimming
107-Snatch
108-

Source-monger

A person who distributes copies without reading them
109-Steal
110-Stuttering
111-Take Over
112-Theft
113-Tracing
114-Trompe l’oeil
115-Usurpation
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116-

Vampire

A banking product that requires constant withdrawals from other accounts

117-

Xerox

©

A patented process to make things from other things
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